
V. The Krystal Fleet of AL-Hum-Bhra: initiated 3/2012 Arctic, Activated 4/7/2012 

A massive collective of the AL-Hum-Bhra RhAyas "Krystal People" Eternal Crystalline
Plasma-Liquid-Sound Consciousness from the Cos-MA'-yah Myotic Planes that materialize 
into "Last CaiVLast Fall" Cosmic Matrix systems as collectives of huge Krystal Plasma Ray 
"Living transport ships" to fulfill the "Fail Safe of the Eternal Krist Code." The AL-Hum-Bhra 
RhAyas appear in materialization to engage "reset of the Eternal balances of the Krist Code", 
when a Cosmic Matrix reaches critical mass fall Quantum. They specialize in Ascension bio
regenesis, and Evacuation of viable life fields from falling systems. 

The AL-Hum-Bhra RhAyas Krvstal People of the Myotic Planes are those whom have 
completed Ascension beyond Cos-MA' -yah Krystar fulfillment and have chosen to return to the 
Cos-MA'-yah Myotic "Plasma Liquid-Sound" planes and the "1st State of Innocent Knowing in 
At-One-Ment with God-Source." As Eternally Living, Plasma-Liquid-Sound-Consciousness
Fields, they can adopt any form desired, (or no form at all), when interacting with the 
materialized worlds of internal/external creation. The AL-Hum-Bhra RhAyas will form the 
"Mirror in the Sky Deflection Fields" in our current Cosmic Drama, ensuring safe passage & 
evac for those in genuine service to the Kryst & Eternal God-Source. 

VI. The Covenant of AL-Hum-Bhra: Activated 8/8/2011 

An Eternal Covenant of Krystic Love, Service and Protection held by the AL -Hum-Bhra 
RhAyas Krystal People of the Myotic Planes, through which they have dedicated their Eternal 
Existence to upholding & servicing the balances of the Kryst Code & the fulfillment of Divine 
Will in Loving Service to all life everywhere. 

The Specialized Intelligence & encryption coding of the AL-Hum-Bhra RhAyas allovvs them to 
orchestrate the highest level of service to the Ascension Star Gate Systems of the 
Cos-MA' -yah, to which they serve, under the Covenant of AL -Hum-Bhra, as the 
Eternal Custodians. 

The Covenant of AL-Hum-Bhra was engaged within our Cosmic Matrix on 8/8/2011 (Earth 
time) due to this matrix reaching "Critical Fall Quantum" on that date. Through the Covenant of 
AL-Hum-Bhra, the Krystal River Host Evac Mission of Earth & the Milky Way will be able to 
continue even while this fall system progresses into a period of Metatronic Occupation. 
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